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Sufism,the religious........................of Islam , is described in the oldest extant definition as

the apprehension of divine realities.

sufi philosophy moslem christian

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

These may be treated under the following heads: Poverty, ........................ , Trust in God,

and Recollection.

Specification Individuation Compensation Mortification

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Al-Haqq is the term generally  used by Sufis...............they refer to God.

who there where when

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 Rabia was, at least, one conspicuous example of truly mystical self-abandonment.

evident dark plane real

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

But on the contrary it is a disposition, according to the saying, Form yourselves on the

moral nature of God.

opposite appreciation expression sumerge

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Such a faqir  is ................. of individual existence, so that he does not attribute to himself

any action, feeling, or quality.

inhaled indicated returned denunced

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 The......................is apparent in sufi text-books.

shame confusion meaningless wager

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The Prophet himself was not aware of these contradictions, nor were they a stumbling -

block to his devout followers.

faithful predominate presure measure

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The rift was there, and soon produced far-reaching results.

fall crack endow emerge

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Sufism is freedom and .................. and absence of self-constraint.

submerge generosity emerge endows

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A special class of the ancient Sufis took their name from this trust , which they applied, so

far as they were able, to matters of everyday life. 

intention reliance brevity sign

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Compatible means............................ .

adaptable distinguish contactable contemporary

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Mortification of the nafs is the ................... work of devotion, and leads, directly or

indirectly, to the contemplative life.

tabret chick chief deacon

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

But if am veiled from thee, even Thy bounty will be deadly to me. 

open covert evident abode

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Such a belief ends naturally in ................, complete and unquestioning submission to the

divine will.

sufism Islamic quietism buddhistic

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Another work of this school deserves particular notice: the writings falsely attributed to

Dionysius the Areopagite.

merits conformity ignores confirms

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When Shibli was a......................, he went daily into a cellar, taking with him a bundle of

sticks.

skillful novice deft sufi

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In 'meditation'(muraqabat ) we recognise a form of self-concentration .......................... to

the Buddhistic dhyana and samadhi .

lower breed deserted similar

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The Indian ................ of inhaling and exhaling the breath was known to the Sufis of the

ninth century and was much used afterwards.

religions practice laws ascetic

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Any information that we have gathered concerning their religious environment and

spiritual history will help us to understand the strange experiences of which they write.

resurrect come accompanised facts

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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which was were whreas

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Many people gathered to see it, but, as the place 21........... too dark to 22.............

them to see the elephant , they all felt it with 23.............  hands, to gain an 24.............

of what it was like. One felt its 25............. , and said that the animal 26................ a

water-pipe; another felt its ear, and said it must be a large fan; another its leg, and 

27.............. it must be a 28............ ; another felt its back , and declared that the

29.............. must be like an 30............... . 

emotional capable permit gain

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

their the that how

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

practice idea body pregmatic

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

trudge trundler truncate trunk

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

reseed resect research resembled

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

rather though thought these

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

bifall pillar entail repel

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

beast bead beagle beam

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

stone image

picture immense throne

30-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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